Floor Plans

The following map indicates the various buildings in which the Congress events will take place. Also indicated are the closest tram stops and the Polybahn (cable car), which provide easy access to the site.

Cafeterias (in German: Mensa) are to be found in buildings MM, MEN, CLA and CAB. Also consider the various restaurants, coffee-shops and bars in the surrounding streets, particularly Limmatquai, Niederdorfstrasse and Zähringerplatz in Old Town. (Take a tram or the Polybahn to the Central tram stop then turn left; i.e., southwards towards the lake. Alternatively, take the stairs and pathway down the hill from the end of Karl Schmid-Strasse.)
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Locations of lounges, workspaces and special services
(given according to: ⟨building⟩ ⟨floor⟩ ⟨room⟩)

congress office: KOL F103
computer labs: HG E19, HG E26.1, HG E26.3, HG E27, HG D11, HG D12, HG D13, ML H34.1, ML H41.2
workspaces with wireless LAN access for laptops: KOL E18
workspaces with Ethernet LAN access for laptops: HG E23
VIP lounges: KOL E11, KOL E12, KOL E13
faculty club (‘Dozentenfoyer‘): HG floor K
poster exhibition: in front of HG E7
first-aid stations: KOL E19a, HG D61.3, MM Z96.1
cloakrooms: KOL E19a, MM A89
lost & found: KOL E19a, HG D61.1
information points are in the HG, KOL and CHN buildings.

The following table describes the symbols and colours used in the floor plans on the following pages. Use these maps to locate the rooms and services that you may require during the congress. Frequently the ground-floor (Erdgeschoss) or main entrance (Eingang) is designated as E level. Later/earlier letters denote higher/lower floors, respectively. (However not all buildings follow this rule.)
Building MM — floors A, Z: meeting hall (MM hall), cloakroom, first-aid station, cafeteria (*Mensa*), bar and coffee bars on the C and B levels.
Building HG — floors F, G: lecture rooms
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Building HG — floors D, E: lecture rooms, computer labs, first-aid station, coffee bar, information point, lost & found, poster exhibition area

Building KOL — floors F, G, H: congress office, lecture rooms, access to building KO2
lecture rooms: F101-123, G201–G223, H309–H322
Building KO2 — floor F: lecture rooms, auditorium F180, access to building KOL
lecture rooms: F150–F155, F172–F175, F180
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Building KOL — floors D, E: coffee bars, information desk, cloakroom, lost & found, first-aid station, foyer and exhibition hall (*Lichthof*) with access to auditorium KOH B10 wireless LAN area with printer: E18; VIP lounges: E11–E13; lecture rooms: E21.
Building ML — floors D, E, F, H: lecture rooms, computer labs, coffee bar
lecture rooms: D28, E12, E13, F34, F36, F38, F39, F40, H37.1, H41.1, H44
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ML - floor E

ML - floor D
Building LFW — floors B, C, E: lecture rooms
lecture rooms: B1, C1, C4, C5, E11, E13, E15
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Building CHN — floors C, E, F, G : lecture rooms, information point
lecture rooms: C14, E42, E46, F42, F46, G42
Building CAB — floor G: lecture rooms, cafeteria on floor H
lecture rooms: G11, G51, G54, G56, G59, G61
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Building ETF — floors B, D: lecture rooms C1, E1 (access from the floor below)
lecture rooms: C1, E1